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1. There was a concern that the Lu Haskew painting at Bill Reed Middle School was missing after 
some bond construction this summer. After sharing the concern with the principal, the painting 
was found, tagged with TEF’s Haskew label and relocated to a safer, yet still visible, location in 
the school. (when the TEF labels were added to backs of paintings a few years ago, this painting 
was in a difficult to reach location and didn’t receive a tag). I have done an inventory of the 
Haskew paintings in buildings twice but not recently due to COVID access. I plan to do one this 
spring semester. 
 

2. Event sponsor packets have been sent to our consistent sponsors and more will go out to new 
sponsors and those from two years+ this month. We have seen a positive return in pledges. I’ll 
update an overall pledge number for the board meeting on Tuesday and expect an uptick for a 
March report. 
 

3. Project Prom Colorado information has been shared with schools, students, teachers and 
families. There have already been signups for the March 26 “shopping” day and the roster of 
volunteers for that day is almost full (much thanks to Gamma Chi for several of the volunteers). 
Exodus Moving has committed to helping get the dresses from the storage facility to Loveland 
Community Yoga for the event. With Tracy’s approval, I have initiated a conversation with 
district leadership about finding a district building location for storage and annual distribution.  
 

4. I presented to the KidsPak board in January to request use of their location for the Help Kids 
Succeed effort this summer. Our preferred school location of Conrad Ball will likely be 
unavailable for the next two summers due to construction. And the KidsPak space has the 
added advantage of an onsite dock for delivery. The board approved our use of the space. I met 
with Tom Carrigan and Jay Dokter (who helps lease the building) about the space we would 
need in the building in addition to the KidsPak area. Jay was also supportive of supporting HKS 
but needs to confirm that there won’t be a tenant in that space by July. We agreed to 
reconnect at the beginning of May to confirm and I am holding our current reservation at Lucile 
Erwin until we have a firm agreement. 
 

5. The Great Minds Retreat, part 1 of the OtterCares IgnitED grant, will be held on April 6, 2022 at 
The Ranch, directly after our Trailblazing Thompson Educator Appreciation event at Embassy. 
 

6. The finance office sent our worksheet with questions for TEF’s 2020 990 (reminder that we file 
for an extension each year due to fiscal year dates and district timeline). Debbie is gathering the 
financial information and we hope to have everything sent back to the preparator soon.  
 

7. The Scheer family approved using Stan’s March birthday as a mail campaign focus for the 
Scheer fund.  


